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The Canadian proposal is based on 2 papers (Pinhorn 1975; Halliday and 

l)ollhlQd;:'I,Y" J,t)75) which otlC~Q::.t tL.yt; "tho otock 0-£ total Ct'OUfH.lfi.:l1i. (lJx.cluuing silvel:" 

hake) in sub-areas 2, 3 and 4 is ovcr-cxpl()i:~cd. Schaefer modele; have been used 

and in the southern rC!( .. ~ions the arr;umcnt (~epCnd3 upon a 4% increase in efficiency 

each year during .:"!. :?criod of .20 years, which is a total increase of 80% between 

1954 and 1973; in ci~·tail the linear approximation of catch-per-effort hus been 

improved ,·d th 1:1~':: 4~o annual increase in effici~ncy. From the 2 papers it is 

concluded th,o-:' c:."fort should be reduced by 40~" in each national fleet independently. 

This approac~ :':'~ili[;es the following C],ues-tions:-

1. SHOULD 7ilE STOCKS OF DIFFERENT SPECIES BE LUMPED AS TOTAL GROUNDFISII? 

In the Schaefer model, fishin~ reduces stock linearly from a maximum by the 

ratio o~ fis.::.i:1g mortality to the ra"te of natural increase. If the stocks are 

lumped Vie ~SGu',1e that the rates of natural increase are common or if they are not" 

that ·','''''.'8 .. , intc"'ac"Lions between the stocks that effectively render them common. 

If no ::r .. ~art.;.-..:..i..on exists) the rates of natural increase should be the same; otherwise 

0. COf[,:)o<'..cn-t 01 unnecessary variance is introduced. 

:'.:~ -.:he recent ICES symposium at Aarhus on "Changes in the stocks of fish in the 

Nort:-. oJ",:,. during the sixties", there!. '.~,::'S much discussion on whether .::hc notuble eddoid 

OUt0U::-':~-': in the Nortn Sea was genera.:tQd by the decline in the herring stocks. If 

therc: :'s bi01o~ical interuction bc"tl;:8Cn difrcpcnt species, it is perhClps equally lIkely 

bctween pela.f';ic and demersal specics as >li"thin the latter eroup. Hence it would 

be intcres-cinz to sC!e the total'~poundfi8h model extended to include not only Silver 

hake, hu·t ~..::he ~)elaGic stocks as "Jell. 

2. IS THE ARGUm:NT FROl1 INCREASED EFFICIENCY VALID? 

Sc~uefer assumed that the relationship of catch-per-effort on ~ffort was linear, 

which i"ilY be reasonable over a limited range in fishing effort. It is however a 
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cilrvi.l.i.-lear relationship; if effort were increased by an efficiency factor, the 

compo"c~t of curvilinearity is decreased and an improved fit would be obtained 

necGs""rily. Hence, independent evidence of the considerable increase in efficiency 

is c:.~~!:.~i.~<::.ble. 

'-" is 'i'ii;: STOCK OF COD HI SUB-AR1:AS 2 AND 3 OVER-EXPLOITED? 

7ne cod s~ock is traditionally the most important stock in the ICNAF arcu. If 

it i~ GV0.r-'exploited the stock is "ell beyond the HEY (!1aximum EconOT,lic Yield), but 

Much TfK:;::"c important there is a distinct dan~er of recruitment failupc due to heavy 

rlsnl~J. Because the first 2 questions raise doubts about the Canadian thesis, 

independent evidence of the over-e:{ploi tution of the cod stock is needed. 

4. ImAT IS OVER-EXPLOITATION? 

To raise such a question in a well established Commission may appear impertinent, 

but with the developr,lent of fisheries science, the phrase "maximum sustainable yield" 

(MSY) has acquired slightly different meanings. "Over-exploitation" is any fiShing 

beyond the mil:dmum however defined or determined, and is not, for example, the 

.. eclue-.:ion in cdtcn/el':J:ort as u purt1cula .. ly good yearclass is fished out. There "re 

3 ways in which the NSY is established:-

a. determine the maximum yield vs fishing mortality from a yield-per-recruit 

curve. It has the advantage that the full power of cohort analysis can be used 

and the disadvantage that the danger of recruitment failure dUG to heavy fishing 

~s ignored. 

b. Determine the maximum yield vs fishing intensity from a Schnefer scatter. 

It has the advantaze of simplicity and the disadvantaee of high variability. 

Indeed the data sometimes yield little confidence that the maximum lies where 

it is su~posed to. 

c. Determine the maximum yield vs stock from a s-tock/recruitment relationship. 

Ahhou:;h 2 methods have been developed for the Arcto-Norwegian cod stock 

(;."Sii:L.-,::" 1973; G<:irrod, 1973), 'chc basic stock/recI'ui tmellt relationships have 

no, yen: De en established fop the ICNAF stocks. It is likely thilt, in fecund 

31)ccics at least, such maxima. are found at higher stock levels than those derived 

fr0TI1 yield-pep-recruit t::urVC$. 

rc,.:l danEcl" \..rhen using pl~esent methods based on the yield-per-rccruit curve 

is -ti',j."i of r(~:!cf'ui ;:mr .. mt fa.ilure Ilnd0.Y' the Dre~ml1re of heavy fishin"f~. 

There i:; '.m urJ.jcnt need to est.:.l.blicl1 a stock constraint at vlhich l .... ecl"",uitr.1cl)"t failure 

is tL01" ",;:t to be unlikely. 
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5. ~" ",','U,,'!' .U:GULATIOli Dr:SIRA::;"i::? 

i'.-': ".::i'iC (;vcl-..fishing Convention in 19L~G, I1ichael Graham said that effort reGula

tion (by licence) "'as "che best fOl'm available ppimarily because it provided a ::;table 

basis Hi thin which fishing industries could work. However, since··that time, tile 

flec"cs ;"J.ave become much more mobile and the possibility of stable effort on a given 

stoc:< ma.y no longer exist. 

To ttl(, present system of ICNAF reVllations, the Canadians propose to add ali effort 

t'2~-.:~iction. In cohort analysis, catch quota and fishing mortality are well 1"'81& ted 

L.(;(;,-.. ~ •• ...:.: vari(~nce due "i.:o recruitment is excluded; in the Schaefer model an CClucJ.ll~· ~ood 

:,cl"'c~o~lship between catch (or catch-per-effort) and fishini; mortality is impossible 

1cc.'}use the variance due to recruitment is included. A reliable relationship bc-(ween 

the 2 systems is probablY unlikely ilnd therefore they appear to be incompatible. 

There are further difficulties; first, if effort is reduced, catch-per-effort will 

no't "re'traee" the Schaefer plot of the original expandini; fishery because of non

equilibrium effect>: that are well established in the early stages of the development 

of any fishery. Secondly, different countries will use their catch and effort 

r0.stril.i.pts i.n different vl.1.yS i1nd thp incompiltibil:i.ty hotwnon th'lm molly wall introd1..lQQ 

biases in the d<lta sories. It is likely that the combination of catch and effort 

. regulation will make subsequent scientific analysis very difficult to handle. 

The follm,linz papers attempt to answer these questions. 

QUESTlO;, 1: 0" THE GROUPING OF STOCKS 

Pope and Harris show that bioloBical interactions may occur between pilchard 

and anchovy and that an optional patio mieht be established although we do not know 

whether it \'lQuld be stable. Hanagemcnt rC8imes that depend on biQlo~ical interactions 

mi£;ht .0C devised in the future, blit those interactions might have to be estimated 

independently. Pope also ShOv18 that if interaction is low, total yield approximates 

to the sum of individual yields. 

Po~e shows that there is no evidence of bioloflical interaction bctl--lCCn cod and 

redfi!';h r1.i1C: concludes th;::..t incU.v:;.r1::.-,l CiitCI1 qllot~:;; should be iHkCludte. 

Horwood assumes a rJlixed fishery (with no biolonical interaction) which takes 

catches in propor·tion to the abundances of the 2 species. The combined HSY is not 

necessarily obtained and the mechanics of the Schaefer method chan;:;c their character, 

sornetiwes drastically. 

On8 of the reasons why stocks arc Grouped 'is because a catch quota on a by-catch 

in a mixed fishery may be exhausted before that on the directed catch. From the 3 

papers presented here, it can be seen that the science is not developed far enoul\h to 
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allow quotas to be lumped with confidence. Perhaps in the interim, attention should be 

directed to the problem of managing species quotas in a mixed fishery in different ways, 

for example, which is the most sensitive quota? or can the quota be seasonally delayed? 

QUESTIO:~ 3: ON THE EXPLOITATION Of THE COD 

Pope has used the same catch-per-effort data as Pinhorn for the cod stock and 

has shown with a Schaefer scatter that it has probably been over-exploited since 1970 

and that it was still so in 1973. The important point is that the case is made on the 

sin[;le stock >Tithout the use of an efficiency factor. 

QUESTIO~ 4: ON EXPLOITATION 

Garrod recommends using the HSY from the yield-p"r-recruit with a stock constraint 

in order to prevent recruitment being reduced by fishing. 
The same end can be achieved with a Schaefer scatter, if it is good enough - with the 

disadvantage that the vital population parameters remain unrevealed. 

QUESTION 5: ON EffORT REGULATION 

Garrod rehearses a number of arguments on the effects of errors in sampling 

and in procedure on catch and effort regulation and concludes that regulation by 

catch quota is preferable. 

&lGCUSSIQH 

The Canadian proIJo.::;al al. ... iscs from 3 di3tinct management problemn, that of 

mixed fisheries, that of recruitment failure under the pressure of fishing and that 

of the reliability of records. 

flith a preliminary and perhaps superficial examination of the problems of 

lumping species within a single quota, inuividu~l species quotas appear preferable. 

This does not mean that species quota::; should not be added; if the stocks are 

relatively secure, an overall quota summed for a group, with a limited overlap in 

quantity might be a reasonable solution. 

The dependence of recruitment on parent stock is the most difficult from the 

management point of view. Only recently has it been obvious that the very variability 

of recruitment may m~sk the decline in yearclass strength that we wish to avoid. 

Despi te i t" c!i~"dvunta5c::;. the Schad(lI' modal clocu jlJ.'ovido a ",,;fogU.11'd ,J euins t this 

danser-ous condition. HOI;ever, the Garrod stock constraint probably provides an 

equally good safeguard, which allows us to exploit the scientific power of the yield 

per recruit model and cohort analysis to the fullest degree. 

Records of catch, of quota taken~ of 

~ea may be variable, unreliable or wrong. 

effort expended or 

Such problems lie 

of fish diGcarded at 

in the fields of data 

collection and enforcement monitoring. The collection of statistics has to be 

controlled nationally and for obvious reasons internationally; not only should they 
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be of as high quality as possible, BUT THEY I1UST BE SEEN TO BE CORRECT, or the whole 

basis of quota regulations falls. Similarly if quotas are grossly exceedQd or indeed 

exceeded at all, the enforcement system must be improved to prevent such infrilctions. 

Such problems are not solved by adding effort control to catch quota regulations, 

Hhich milkQs the sciencQ needlessly complex; it is indQed dangerous because fisheries 

scicn"e ~s !lot il strong and confident one like physics. Such problems can only be 

solved in the statistical offices and in the enforcemQnt procedures. 
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